08/08/2010 Gateway Portal Channeling

Grid of Light with Aspects of Divine Mother
Visualize yourself standing in the center of a Grid of Light. See Divine Mother come to stand in front of
you. She is pouring her love over you. Her Copper Gold Light emanates over you and all around.
We ask the following Goddesses to come forth and to form a circle around us. Goddess Athena, Hecate,
Pele, Isis, Lady Nada, Mother Mary, Quan Yin, Lakshmi, Saraswati, Durga, Kali, Lalita, Goddess Gaia,
Goddess Gayatri, Great Cosmic Beings Venus, Goddess of Liberty and Goddess of Victory.
Around this circle we call the 7 Mighty Female Elohim; Star Astrea, Diana, Pacifica, Angelica, Minerva,
Amazon, and Crystal.
Around this circle we call Archangel Uriel and his consort Archangel Ariel, Yahoweh-EL, Archangel
Raphael and his consort Mother Mary, the Angelic Forces of Pure White Light, Archangel Michael and
his consort Lady Faith, the Guardians of the Seed of Life, Archangel Gabriel and Divine Mother, and the
Guardians of the Seven Heavens.
Around this circle, we call the Angelic Forces of Violet Ray and Violet Flame.
We seal this Grid of Light with the Turquoise Bubble of The Great Silent Watcher and all the Watchers
she wishes to bring with her.
Breathe and bathe.
Be aware that this entire group, all those on this call now and all who will ever listen to this meditation,
are also standing in the center of this Grid of Light. Visualize that a Pillar of Pure White Light is
descending from the heavens and holds you individually and your 5 Body System within it. It extends
from the heavens above all the way to the Earth’s Core.
Now see a large Pillar of Pure White Light descend and hold this entire group entity within it.
Breathe and bathe.

Grounding Meditation
Today we are going to perform a new grounding Meditation. The Grounding Meditation with the two
streams of Amber Light has been fully anchored and Divine Mother has specifically requested that we
give the following meditation because it brings us to the Earth’s Core and in close touch with the energies
of Goddess Gaia.
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Goddess Gaia is the Great Being who is the Soul of Earth. As Sanat Kumara is the Spirit, Goddess Gaia is
the soul of Planet Earth. And as we have said before, all of our abundance while we are incarnate beings
comes from our Goddess Gaia.
Goddess Gaia has come forth to become very active in the last few weeks. She has specifically asked that
we offer a series of Sessions with her called Goddess Gaia and the Alchemy of Abundance. Gaia has
said that she will offer to us at least 3 Phases on this subject that we are so in need of receiving. We will
be setting the dates and sending out the registration information soon.
So, as always, place your feet flat on the floor close your eyes and visualize that you are standing on top
of the great Red Rock called Uluru. Uluru, also known as Ayers Rock is a huge rock formation located in
central Australia. This rock is held sacred by many cultures on Earth, including the indigenous people of
Australia. This rock formation is approximately 6 miles in diameter and its somewhat flat top is over
1,000 feet above the ground. This rock is like an iceberg in that most of it extends far beneath the ground.
Visualize that you are standing on this huge Red colored mountain of rock. Feel the consciousness of the
rock beneath your feet.



Feel the heart beat of this rock. This is the heart beat of Mother Earth.
Now feel yourself dissolve into Uluru. You dissolve into and become one with Uluru.

Now imagine that Uluru begins to slide to the center of the Earth. Uluru is almost exactly the same size as
the Core Crystal. See that Uluru superimposes itself over the Core Crystal and you, Uluru and the Core
Crystal merge together to become One.



Feel the heart beat of Mother Earth. Feel your own heart beat in sync with Mother Earth.
Feel the effect of this grounding exercise. Feel how grounded and centered you are.

Be aware of the Pillar of Pure White Light which is still formed around you.

Divine Mother Meditation
As you stand in the Earth’s Core we will perform a meditation that Divine Mother has specifically
requested that we perform. This is the higher phase of the meditation that Nasrin gave at the 7/7 Gateway
Portal Channeling event.
This is a powerful healing tool. It not only clears the energies from all your chakras but it clears the
energies from many lifetimes and most importantly, it anchors the energies of Divine Mother.
Before we begin this meditation, you may set out your intentions. You may ask Divine Mother; to be a
constant part of your life from this moment on. That she, the Creative Force of the Feminine, be One with
you; that she give you the Grace to always be in surrender and in her service. That she guide you with
every thought, word and deed no matter how trivial they may seem to be.
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Now visualize that Divine Mother is standing before you. She is bathing you in her Copper Gold Light.
Notice also, a shaft of White Light forming in front of you with an enormous Lotus flower under it. This
Lotus flower is fully open and emits the same bright White Light. The open Lotus is big enough for you
and Divine Mother to sit in its center. Visualize that she takes your hand, and together you walk to the
Lotus and sit cross legged inside the Lotus with knees touching.
As you sit inside, gazing into Divine Mother’s eyes, you hear Divine Mother say: You are a beautiful
being of the Violet Flame. You are a beautiful being of the Violet Ray.
She asks you to say those words with her:
I am a beautiful being of the Violet Flame. I am a beautiful being of the Violet Ray. I place
Divine Mother in my Crown Chakra.
These words are very powerful in releasing pollution and dross from you and the 5 Elements.
Feel free to repeat this mantra as you do this meditation.











Visualize that Divine Mother takes a flame from her Crown Chakra and places it in your Crown
Chakra. It becomes a Thousand Petal Lotus with the flame inside. Visualize that Violet Light, the
Light of the Violet Ray and Flame of Transmutation pours over the Lotus. As it does the Lotus
closes until all of the dross is transmuted. The Lotus begins to emit Pure White Light as it opens
up wide. See Divine Mother sitting in the center of the Lotus and see Bright White Light emanate
from the Lotus of the Crown.
Visualize that Divine Mother takes a flame from her Third Eye Chakra and places it in the Lotus
inside your Third Eye Chakra. Immersed in Violet Light, the Lotus closes until all of the dross is
transmuted. Visualize it bathing in Pure White Light as it opens up wide. See Divine Mother
sitting in the center of the Lotus and see the Golden Pink Light of Divine Love emanate from the
Lotus in the Third Eye Chakra.
Visualize that Divine Mother takes a flame from her Throat Chakra and places it in the Lotus
inside your Throat Chakra. Immersed in Violet Light, the Lotus closes until all of the dross is
transmuted. Visualize it bathing in Pure White Light as it opens up wide. See Divine Mother
sitting in the center of the Lotus and see Cobalt Blue Light emanate from the Lotus in the Throat
Chakra.
Visualize that Divine Mother takes a flame from her Cosmic Heart Chakra and places it in the
Lotus inside your Cosmic Heart Chakra. Immersed in Violet Light, the Lotus closes until all of
the dross is transmuted. Visualize it bathing in Pure White Light as it opens up wide. See Divine
Mother sitting in the center of the Lotus and see Bright White Light emanate from the Lotus
inside the Cosmic Heart Chakra.
Visualize that Divine Mother takes a flame from her Personal Heart Chakra and places it in the
Lotus inside your Personal Heart Chakra. Immersed in Violet Light, the Lotus closes until all of
the dross is transmuted. Visualize it bathing in Pure White Light as it opens up wide. See Divine
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Mother sitting in the center of the Lotus and see Emerald Green Light emanate from the Lotus
inside the Personal Heart Chakra.
Visualize that Divine Mother takes a flame from her Seat of the Soul Chakra and places it in the
Lotus inside your Seat of the Soul Chakra. Immersed in Violet Light, the Lotus closes until all of
the dross is transmuted. Visualize it bathing in Pure White Light as it opens up wide. See Divine
Mother sitting in the center of the Lotus and see Aquamarine Blue Light emanate from the Lotus
inside the Seat of the Soul Chakra.
Visualize that Divine Mother takes a flame from her Solar Plexus Chakra and places it in the
Lotus inside your Solar Plexus Chakra. Immersed in Violet Light, the Lotus closes until all of the
dross is transmuted. Visualize it bathing in Pure White Light as it opens up wide. See Divine
Mother sitting in the center of the Lotus and see Copper Gold Light emanate from the Lotus
inside the Solar Plexus Chakra.
Visualize that Divine Mother takes a flame from her Sacral Plexus Chakra and places it in the
Lotus inside your Sacral Plexus Chakra. Immersed in Violet Light, the Lotus closes until all of
the dross is transmuted. Visualize it bathing in Pure White Light as it opens up wide. See Divine
Mother sitting in the center of the Lotus and see Bright Orange Light emanate from the Lotus
inside the Sacral Plexus Chakra.
Visualize that Divine Mother takes a flame from her Root Chakra and places it in the Lotus inside
your Root Chakra. Immersed in Violet Light, the Lotus closes until all of the dross is transmuted.
Visualize it bathing in Pure White Light as it opens up wide. See Divine Mother sitting in the
center of the Lotus and see Red Light emanate from the Lotus inside the Root Chakra.
Now Divine Mother takes a spark from both of her knees. She places them into the respective
knee. Visualize two Lotuses, one in each knee. See the Lotuses turn from Violet to Red.
When that energy is established she brings two more sparks, one for each foot to open the chakras
of the feet. To help us touch Earth and the Five Elements with Divine Mother’s Light. Receive
each spark from her and see two lotuses, one in the arch of each foot turn bright Red with Divine
Mother sitting in the center of each.

All the chakras from the Root down continue with that Red Life Force Energy of Mother Earth.

Earth Crust Chakra
The two lines of energy that flow from your feet become one in the Earth Crust Chakra, 10 inches below
your feet. Divine Mother takes a larger spark from her Earth Crust Chakra and places it in yours. It
becomes fully illumined like a star. All the pollution and contamination dissolves in the Violet Flame and
Violet Ray. Then it turns a beautiful Red color with the spark fully ignited, the Lotus fully wide open and
Divine Mother seated there.

Summary
Be aware that you are sitting across from Divine Mother inside a Lotus at the center of the Earth’s Core
Crystal. You are looking into Divine Mother’s eyes and you place your hands, palm to palm with hers.
See the Lotuses in all the Chakras fully open with Divine Mother sitting inside and radiating her love to
you and all around you. See:
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Beams of Pure White Light are emanating from her Crown and illuminating your Crown.
Beams of Golden Pink are emanating from her Third Eye and illuminating your Third Eye.
Beams of Blue Light are emanating from her Throat Chakra and illuminating your Throat Chakra.
With her Lotus wide open and your Lotus wide open, beams of Pure White Light are emanating from
her Cosmic Heart to your Cosmic Heart.
Beams of Emerald Green Light are emanating from her Personal Heart and illuminating your
Personal Heart.
Beams of Aquamarine Blue Light are emanating from her Seat of the Soul Chakra and illuminating
your Seat of the Soul Chakra, with the Lotus wide open.
Beams of Copper Gold Light are emanating from her Solar Plexus and illuminating your Solar
Plexus, with the Lotus wide open.
Beams of Bright Orange Light are emanating from her Sacral Plexus and illuminating your Sacral
Plexus, with the Lotus wide open.
Beams of Bright Red Light are emanating from her Root Chakra and illuminating your Root Chakra,
with the Lotus wide open.

The crystal structure in the core of the Earth is now fully illumined with all of these Lights. These Lights
are now spreading from the core crystal in the Earth in every which direction to the Earth’s crust, and
from the Earth’s crust to the Earth’s atmosphere clearing and cleansing the Five Elements.


Send these Lights in every which direction. Illuminate the core crystal of Earth and let the core crystal
magnify the love that is being showered upon you and through you to the crust of the Earth, the
atmosphere of the Earth and spread it throughout the atmosphere to the solar system, to the galaxy, to
the cosmos and beyond.

You can repeat this one over and over again and you will be offering a great service to all souls, to Earth,
to Divine Mother, to the Masters, and most importantly you’ll be opening your own Heart Chakra and
releasing the pain from eons of lifetimes of living in duality.
Having Divine Mother this close and personal is a gift in itself.

Moving up through the Thrones
Now be aware that you are sitting with Divine Mother at the Earth’s Core. The Pillar of Pure white Light
holds you and this entire Group Entity within it.
We will now be moving up through the Thrones so if you would like to call your loved ones into the grid
and to set your intentions, you may do so now.
Move your consciousness up to your Crown Chakra and visualize your Antahkarana Cord extending up
from your Lotus of the Crown. Take a deep breath into the Antahkarana Cord and let it expand.
Now, let us move our consciousness up through the Cord to the Throne of I Am That I Am. See your
Perfected I Am Presence, Sanat Kumara, the Planetary Logos and Goddess Venus standing by. Merge
into your Perfected Presence.
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Spin and spiral up to the Throne of YHWH and see the Overlighting Presence of Yahoweh-EL standing
by. Merge into the Throne of YHWH.
Spin and spiral up to the Throne of God-Source and see the Ancient of Days, Lord Melchior; the Galactic
Logos, and Lady Malchi standing by. Merge into the Throne of God-Source.
Spin and spiral up to the Throne of Ellah and see Jeshua Ben Joseph Overlighted by Lord Sananda and
Star Astrea standing by. Merge into the Throne of Ellah.
Spin and spiral up to the Thrones of the Seven Heavens and the Overlighting Presence of the Seven Pairs
of Celestial Guardians. Merge into the Throne of the Seven Heavens.
Spin and spiral up to the Thrones of the Seven Mighty Elohim and Maha Elohim and see the Seven
Mighty Elohim and Maha Elohim standing by. Merge into the Throne of the Mighty Elohim.
Spin and spiral up to the Throne of Undifferentiated Source and see Melchizedek, the Universal Logos
and his consort Lady Malak standing by. Merge into the Throne of Undifferentiated Source.
Spin and spiral up to the Throne of Paramatman and see the Maha Lord of Light standing by. Merge into
the Throne of Paramatman.
Spin and spiral up to the Thrones of the Lords of Light and see the Presence of the 7 Lords. Merge into
the Throne.
Spin and spiral up to the Throne of Maha Lord of Light and see the Presence of the Maha Lord of Light.
Merge into the Throne.
Spin and spiral up to the Throne of Great Divine Director and see Thoth and Lady Veyga standing by.
Merge into the Throne.
Spin and spiral, together with all of these great Beings and all of us to the Throne of Absolute; the Throne
of Divine Mother.
Visualize the altar with the Sacred Flame in front of you and Divine Mother sitting on her Throne beyond.
Make your offerings to the Fire and set out your personal and global intentions.
Pause and bathe in the Light of Divine Mother as I pass you on to Nasrin and beloved Divine Mother.
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